Deficits of working memory during mental calculation in patients with Parkinson's disease.
Using the dual task paradigm, previous studies have suggested that working memory (WM) deficit is due to depleted attention resources in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD). The aim of this study is to establish whether the WM problems in PD are due to reduced attentional set-shifting resources rather than depletion of attention resources. The task design attempts to eliminate confounding of the deficits in dealing with novel material, a problem documented in PD, by concentrating on WM tasks of mental calculation that are familiar to subjects in daily living. We also administered attention tasks, the Trail Making Test (TMT) that relies primarily on attentional set-shifting and the Kana (Japanese syllabogram) Pick-out Test instead primarily depending on depleted attention resources for allocation. A total of 24 patients with PD and 24 normal controls participated in this study. The PD group showed deficits in mental calculation span and in attentional set-shifting in the TMT-b.Considering the common deficits in alternating processing of mental calculation and TMT-b in PD, the results suggested that the central executive dysfunction in PD during mental calculations was due to reduced attentional set-shifting resources for rapidly alternating operations, rather than the depletion of attentional resources.